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who differed from him. Nevertheless, it is a question as to the rate
which insurers would charge, and upon which the jury could also for
themselves form a satisfactory opinion, and since their finding is sus-
tained by such a majority of the witnesses interrogated on the sub-
ject, I am of opinion that the verdict should not be disturbed.
The motion is denied.

GOUOHER t1. NORTHWESTERN 'I'RAvELING MEN'S ASS'N.

(Circuit Court, E. D. Wisconsin. March 21,1884.)

1. INSURANCE-REPRESENTATIONS-GOOD HEALTH.
A. representation by an applicant for that he is in possession of

good health, meang that he is free from apparent sensilJle disease, and uncon-
scious of any derangement of important organic functions.

2. SAME-SEVERE ILLNESS.
" Severe illness" means such as has, or ordinarily does have, a permanent,

detrimental effect upon the physical system.
3.

A false answer, made without qualification, to an Inquiry as t03 matter of
fact, annuls the contract of insurance, whether the reply is designedly untrue
or not.

At Law.
Mr. Hanson and D. S. Wegg, for plaintiff.
Jenkins, Wilikler ct Smith, for defendant.
DYER, J., (charging j1try.) The defendant is a corporation, created

for the purpose of paying a fund to and protecting the families of
those of its members who may be removed by death. It is provided
bYI the constitution of the association, which is in evidence, that
any man of good moral charauter and in good general health,and
not over 40 years of age, who at the time of his application is, and
for one year immediately prior thereto has been, engaged as a trav-
eling salesman,traveling buyer, or traveling agent for any wholesale
house, company, or corporation, is eligible to membership in the
association. All applications for membership are l'eferred to the
board of directors of the association, who may require such proof as
to them may seem proper, as to the applicanfsqualifications and
eligibility. All applicants are requil'edto furnish a medical certifi-
cate, and by one of the rules it is required that applicants shall pass
a medical examination. Admission to membership involves the pay-
ment of an initiation fee of five dollars, and also the further sum of
two -dollars for first assessment. The constitution also provides that
it shall be the -juty of the board of direetors to take a general super-

of the business of the association, to' (lecide on all applications
fo:o: membership and on all proofs of death, and order assessments to
pay death loSses. Upon suitable proof of the death of -anyinember
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of the association, the board of directors are required to pay, of the
amount collected by assessment of $2 upon each member, a sum not
to exceed $5,000 to the person previously designated by the deceased,
upon his application for membership, upon the books of the associa-
tion, or by his last will and testament. Thus, as is apparent. the
benefit of a species of life insurance is secured to the members of
the association.
On the thirtieth day of December, 1881, M. C. Goucher, since de-

ceased, made application for membership in this association. He
certified in his application that he was a traveling man; that he would
comply with all the requirements of the constitution and by-laws of
the association; that he had answered all of the questions accompany-
ing his application honestly and truthfully; and he thereby agreed
that any misstatement or concealment of any fact that would impair
the interests of the association, by him, should annul all claims that
he or his h.eirs or assigns might have to any benefit arising from his
connection with the association. Accompanying his application were
certain questions addressed to the applicant, and answered by him,
among which were the following: Question 10. "Are you now in good
health, and do you usually enjoy good health?" To which his answer
was, "Yes." Q. 22. "Is there any fact relating to your physical con-
dition, personal or family history or habits, which has not been stated
in the answers to the foregoing questions, and with which the asso-
ciation ought to be made acquainted?" To which he answered, "No."
In his application the deceased named, as the person to whom he de-
sired his death loss paid, his wife, Florette A. Goucher, the plaintiff
in this suit. As part of the application, two persons, members of the
association, certified among other things that they were well acquainted
with Mr. Goucher, and that he was then in good health. It appears
further that when the deceased made his application for membership
he submitted to a medical examination by Dr. Thorndike, medical
examiner for the association in Milwaukee, and certain questions per-
taining to such examination were answered by Dr. Thorndike, among
which are the following: Question 7. "Has he now or has he had any
disease of the stomach, liver, spleen, kidneys, intestinal canal, or
urinary organs?" To which the doctor answered, "No." Q. 1I.
"Has the party ever had any severe injury or illness?" To which the
answer was, "Typhoid fever in 1866." Further, as part of question
11 : "If so, has it had any perceptible effect on his constitution ?"
Answer, "No." The testimony of Dr. Thorndike tends to show that
he made these answers upon personal examination of the applicant,
and upon information then furnished him by the applicant. The ap-
plication of the deceased, and the certificates, questions, answers, and
report of medical examination, are in evidence. It appears that the
application of Mr. Goucher was approved by the board of directors of
the association, and he was admitted to membership on the seventh
day of January, 1882.. q.n the twelfth day of September, 1882,.. he
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died, and thereafter proofs of death were delivered to the defend-
ant. Payment of the insurance not being made, this suit was brought
by the plaintiff, as the beneficiary designated in the application for
membership, to recover the amount of the death loss, which is alleged
to be $5,000. The question is, is she entitled to recover? and that
depends upon whether the several questions which I have enumerated
were truthfully answered. This is conceded by the plaintiff, it being
expressly admitted by her counsel that these questions and answers
relate to facts material to the risk which the defendant was asked to·
incur.
Some testimony has been offered by the plaintiff in support of the

contention that by applying for additional proofs of the health of the
insured after the original proofs of death were made, and by accept-
ing from the plaintiff the amount of a death loss assessment after the
death of the insured, the defendant is now estopped to set up the de-
fen,ses to this action which it has interposed; but this claim is not
insisted upon, and by waiver of the same the sale issue in the case
for you to determine is, were the answers to the questions referred to-
true or untrue? And it is further agreed by counsel for the plaintiff
that the answers to questions 1 and 11 in the medical examination
shall be regarded and treated as the personal answers of the insured,.
M. C. Goucher.
The first question answered by the applicant, in his application for

membership, to be considered by you, relates to the health of the de-
ceased on the thirtieth day of December, 1881. He was asked: "Are
you now in good health, and do you usually enjoy good health?" He
answered, "Yes." It is contended by the defendant that this was not
a truthful answer; that he was not then in good health, but, on the
contrary, was at that time suffering from disease of the liver, and
that his system was then weakened and depleted by physical disor-
der. The plaintiff insists that the deceased was not then affiicted by
disease; that he was in good health, and usually enjoyed good health.
The term "good health," as here used, does not import a perfect phys-
ical condition. Itwould not be reasonable to interpret it as meaning
absolute exemption from all bodily infirmities, or from all tendencies.
to disease. It cannot mean that a man has not in him the seeds of
some disorder. As has been well remarked by some of the law writ-
ers, "such an interpretation would exclude from the list of insurable
lives a large proporHon of mankind." The term "good health," as
here used, is to be considered in its ordinary sense, and mean-s that
"the applicant was free from any apparent sensible disease, or symp-
toms of disease, and that he was unconcious of any derangement of
the functions by which health could be tested." Conver v. Phamix
Ins. Go. 3 Dill. 226. Slight, unfrequent, transient disturbances, not
tlsually ending in serious consequences, may be consistent with the
possession' of good health as that .term was here employed. "The
term must be interpreted with reference t,o the SUbject-matter and
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ihe business to which it relates. • • • It means apparent good
health, without any ostensible or known or felt symptom of disorder,
and does not exclude the existence of latent unknown defects; • • •
but a predisposition to" or manifestation of "a disease or disorder
of such a character and to such a degree as to seriously or obviously
affect the health, and to produce bodily iufirmity, is incompatible
with a representation of good health." May, Ins. § 295. With
this understanding of the expression "good health," and in the light
.c)f the evidence, you will say whether the answer which the deceased
made to this question was true or untrue; that is, was he or not, on
the thirtieth day of December, 1881, in good health, and did he or
not usually enjoy good health?
That part of the next question answered by the deceased, and nec-

essary to be considered by you in connection with the answer thereto,
is this: "Is there any fact relating to your physical condition • • •
which has not been stated in the answers to the foregoing questioni,
and with which the association ought to be made acquainted ?" An-
swer. "No." In answering this question, the deceased was bound to
state any fact, not before stated, relating to his physical condition
which he knew or considered, or which, in the exercise of a sound
judgment on the subject, he should have known or considered, would
be material for the defendant to know in passing upon his applica-
tion for membership. He had no right to conceal or withhold any
such fact, if it existed. "Concealment is the designed and inten-
tional withholding of any fact material to the risk which the assured
in honesty and good faith ought to communicate to the insurer; and
every such fact wrongfully suppressed must be regarded as material,
the knowledge or ignorance of which would naturally influence the
judgment of the insurer in making the contract at all, or in estimat-
ing the degree or character of the risk." Daniels v. Ins. Co. 12 Cush.
425. It. is charged that Mr. Goucher, in answering this question,
concealed facts relating to his physical condition which should have
been communicated. This involves intent,-knowledge on his part of
such faets, and an intentional withholding of them. His answer to
the question must be considered as only a representation to the ex-
tent of his knowledge or reasonable belief. If he knew of no fact
relating to his physieal condition with which the association ought
to be made acquainted, other than what he had previously stated,
then there could be no concealment. The testimony has disclosed
what had been the health and physical condition of the deceased prior
to his application for membership; and you will say whether there
was any fact relating thereto with which the assoeiation ought to have
been made acquainted, concealed by him in answering this question,
in the sense in which I have defined concealment.
The next question is No.7 in the medi6al examination: "Has he

now or has he had any disease of the stomach, liver," etc.? Answer.
"No." It is contended by the defendant that at that time he had dis-
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ease of the hver, and that, therefore, the question was untruthfully
answered. This claim is vigorously contested by the plaintiff, so the
question for you to decide is, did the deceased at that time have, or
had he previously had, disease of the liver? In speaking to you upon
this question I cannot do better than to use substantially the lan-
guage of the court in a case cited on the argument: In construing
such a contract as this, words must have the sense in which the par-
ties used them; and to understand them as the parties understood
them, the nature of the contract, the objects to be attained, and all
the circumstances must be considered. By this question, as by other
questions inserted in this application, the defendant was seeking for
information bearing upon the risk which it was to take,-the probable
duration of the life to be insured. It was not seeking for informa-
tion as to merely temporary disorders or functional disturbances, hav-
ing no bearing upon general· health or continuance of life. Many
persons have at times some affection of the liver, slight func-
tional derangement and temporary illness, and yet, in the contempla-
tion of parties entering into contracts of life insurance, and hav-
ing regard to general health and the continuance of life, it may safely
be said there was no disease of the liver. In construing a contract
like this, it must be generally true that before any temporary ailment
can be called a disease, it must be such as to indicate a vice in the
constitution, or so serious as to have some bearing upon general health
and the continuance of life, or such as according to common under-
standing would be called a disease. Cushman v. U. S. Li,fe Ins. Co.
Ins. Law J. Aug. 1877, p. 601. A man may have predisposition to
disease of the liver; he may have premonitory symptoms of its threat-
ened approach, and still at the time not have the disease; and the
question here is, if the deceal:led had any disorder, was it at the time
he made his application, disease of the liver, or had he ever had that
disease? If he then had, or had before that time had, the disease, then
the question was not truthfully answered; and whether his answer
was intentionally untrue is if in fact it was untrue. He
answered the question unqualifiedly in the negative, and he was bound
by the answer whether it was designedly untrue or not, if it was un-
true. So, gentlemen, considering all the evidence, you must decide
whether on the thirty-first day of December, 1881, or at any time pre-
viously, the deceased had or had not disease of the liver.
It'is claimed by the defendant that at various times previous to the

application the deceased had certain illnesses; that at the time of his
application he was not in good health; that his alleged ill·health was
caused by a diseased liver; that external developments of that dis-
ease appeared in January and February, 1882, soon after he became
n member this association; that in March he was operated upon,
and an abscess in his liver was opened; that he died September 12,
1882, of hemorrhage of the stomach, and that the remote cause of
death was abscess of the liver. Upon these and other alleged facts
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and circumstances in the case, it is insisted that when the deceased
made his application for membership he had disease of the liver.
Generally, it is claimed by the plaintiff that the attacks of illness
which the deceased had before his application were slight, rare, and
temporary, and had no relation to any disorder of the ljver; that he
was in good health, and had no disease of the liver when he applied
for membership; that the disorder of the liver began after that time,
and at a time sufficiently remote from the date of the application
to enable the disease to have its origin subsequent to the applica-
tion. Upon this point you have heard the opinions of physicians, the
value of which, of course, depends, as those opinions apply to either
side of the case, upon the correctness of the facts assumed to be true
in the hypotheses upon which their opinions were based. From all
the testimony in the case, as I have already said, and in the light of
the instructions given you by the court, you must determine whether
at the time the application was made the deceased had, or had previ-
ously had, disease of the liver, and so whether or not the question
in relation thereto was truthfully answered.
The last question to be considered is No. 11 in the medical exami-

nation, in which the applicant was asked whether he had ever had
any severe injury or illness, and if so, whether it had had any per-
ceptible effect on his constitution. To the first part of the question
he answered, "Typhoid fever in 1866;" to the last part, "No." It is
contended by the defendant that Mr. Goucher had previously had
several attacks of severe illness, beginning in November, 1878, which
ought to have been named in his answer to this qnestion, and there-
fore that his answer was nntrue. This is controverted by the plain-
tiff, who insists that those attacks were slight, temporary, and brief,
not affecting his general health, and not entitled to be regarded as in
any sense severe. You will remember the testimony of witnesses on
the subject, and I shall not enter upon any review of it. You will
notice that the question does not ask whether the applicant had ever
had any illness, but whether he had ever had any severe illness; that is,
(in the ordinary acceptation of the word,) serious or extreme. Clearly
the term "severe" or "serious" illness does not mean slight, tempo-
rary physical disturbances or ailments, speedily and entirely recovered
from, not interfering materially with the pursuit of one's avocation,
producing no permanent effect on the constitution, and not rendering
the insurance risk more than usually hazardous; and, in determining
whether Mr. Goucher had previously had any severe illness, the jury
will consider, under the evidence, whether the illnesses which he had,
produced any ultimate effect on his health, longevity, or strength, and
other similar considerations.
In this case the term "severe illness" was used by the parties in its

common, ordinary sense. In the language of the court in Ins. Co. v.
Cheever, Ins. Law J. April, 1882, p. 264, the object of the question was
to elicit information which would be useful in determining whether it
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would be prudent to take the risk of insuring his life. He was therefore
asked by the question to disclose, and was bound to disclose, whether he
had ever had, not such merely slight or temporary disorders or func-
tional disturbances as had and ordina.rily can have no effect upon his
general health or the continuance of his life, but such severe illness as
either may have had in fact, or ordinarily does havi:l, such effect. The
latter only would come within the meaning of the term "severe illness"
as used in this case. '" '" '" This is the meaning which you must
attach to those words in deoiding whether or not the applicant answered
truthfully when he said, as he impliedly did, that he had not had any
severe illness except typhoid fever in 1866. That meaning, however,
includes not only such ailments and disorders as are calculated or
tend directly to impair the general health or constitution, or produce
death unless arrested, but also such as indicate, by their presence,
history, or development, a vice in the constitution,-such, in other
words, as are signs or warnings of danger to life or health, rather than
direct causes of danger. That meaning does not include such slight
temporary ailments as are calculated neither to affect nor threaten
the general health or constitution, or such as do not ordinarily indi-
cate the seeds in the system of serious disorder. In8. Co. v. Cheever,
8upra. So, gentlemen, if any illness which Mr. Goucher had prior to
his application for membership in this association, other than typhoid
fever in 1866, was mE;irely temporary, and if its effects were temporary,
and had entirely passed 8,way beforl3 he made the application, and if
it did not affect his health or shorten his life, then it was not a severe
illness within the meaning of the question asked. The answer to the
question in such case W8,S substantially true, and the non··disclosure
of such illness is no defense to the action. On the other hand, if the
effects of any previous illness, other than typhoid fever, were not tem-
porary, and remained when the application was made, or if such sick-
ness affected the general health of Mr. Goucher, or waf:! so serious that
it might affect his health or shorten life, then it was such a severe
illness as ought to have been mentioned, and its non-disclosure would
defeat recovery, although the failure to mention it was not intentional
or fraudulent.
Now, gentlemen, you will take this case, and, not deciding it upon

c.onjecture or speculation, but weighing and considering all the tes-
tImony, and applying to the facts the principles which I have stated
for your guidance, you will determine upon the evidence whether the
questions referred to in the application of the deceased for member-
ship in the association were truthfully answered by ·him. The bur-
.len of proof is upon the defendant to establish its defense, and to en-
title it. to your verdict it must satisfy you by a fair preponderance of
t.he eV:ldence that its defense is made out. If you are satisfied from
the eVI.dence, when considered in connection with the instructions given
you, eIther that Mr. Goucher intentionally concealed any fact relat-
ing to his physical condition not stated in answers to other questions,
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and with which the association ought to have been made acquainted,
or that at the time of his application he had disease of the liver, or
was not then in good health, or did not usually enjoy good health, or
that he had previously had a severe illuess other than typhoid fever,
then your verdict should be for the defendant. On the other hand,
if you find that there was not any such intentional concealment, and
that when he made his application for membership he did not have
disease of the liver, and was then in good health, and usually enjoyed
good health, and had not previously had any severe illness other than
typhoid fever, then your verdict should be for the plaintiff.
If you find the plaintiff entitled to recover, your verdict will be for

the sum of $5,000, with interest at 7 per cent. from December 21,
1882.

Verdict for plaintiff.

The particular case brings up the question, what is meant by representa-
tions contained in applicatiuns for insurance, that the applicant is in the pos-
session of gooQ. health? We may accept it as an established or recognized
principle of the law that "good health" does not import a perfect pllysical
condition. It is said that the epithet "good" is comparative, and does not or-
dinarily mean that the applicant is free from infirmities. "Such an interpre-
tation would exclude from tbe list of insurable lives a large proportion of
mankind. The term must be interpreted with reference to the SUbject-matter,
and the business to wbich it relates. Slight troubles, not usually ending in
serious consequences, and so unfrequently that the possibility of such result
is usually disregarded by insurance companies, may be regarded as included
in the term' good health.''' 1 A standard authority says: "The statement
that the person is in good health, does not mean that he is in absolutely per-
fect health, but only that he is in a reasonably good state of health. It does
not mean that he has not the seeds of disorder about him, nor even that he is
not subject to any infirmity, so long as it is not an infirmity likeljT to produce
death." 2
The question was raised at an early day, and Lord MANSFIELD told the jury

the only question is whether he was in a reasonably good state of health, and
such a life as ought to be insured upon common terms.3 And in a later case
the same learned judge said: "The imperfection of language is such that we
have not words for every different idea, and the real intention of the parties
must be found out by the subject-matter. By the present policy, the life is
warranted to some of the underwriters in health; to others, in good health.

yet there is no difference in point of fact. Such a warranty can never
mean that a man has not in him the seeds of some disorder. We are all born
with the seeds of mortality in us. A man subject to the gout is a life capa-
ble of being insured, if he has no sickness at the time to make it an unequal
contract. " 4

In Peacock v. New YOTk Life Ins. Co.5 the New York court of appeals said:
"The word' health,' as ordinarily used, is a relative term. It has reference

1May. Ins. *295; citing Peacock v. N.
Y. Life Ins. Co. 20 N. Y. 293, affirming S.
C.l Bosw, (N. Y.) 3:38.

2 Bliss, Life Ins. *102.
3 Ross Y. Bradsha w, 1 Bl. 312; S. C.

Marsh. Ins. 770; Park, Ins. 933; Bliss, Ins.
144.
• Willis v. Poole, 2 Park, Ins. 650; S. C.

May. Ins. 386.
620 N. Y. 293.
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to the condition of the body. Thus,. it is frequently characterized as perfect,
as good, as indifferent, and as bad. The epithet· good' is comparative. It
does not require absolute perfection. When, therefore, one is described as
being in good health, that does not necessarily or ordinarily mean that he is
absolutely free from all and every ill which tlesh is heir to."
In Morrison v. Wisconsin Odd Fellows' Mut. Life Ins. CO.l the supreme

court of Wisconsin declares that an affirmation of "sound health" does not
imply absolute freedom from bodily infirmity or tendency to disease. In his
application the party insured stated: "I am, so far as I know,in sound health."
It appeared in evidence that he had consulted a physician several times pro-
fessionally, and complained of indigestion, flatulence, pain in the stomach
after meals, and that the physician informed him that he had a touch ofdys-
pepsia coming on. The court declared that this testimony faHed entirely to
show any misrepresentation as to the applicant's health. "It would be most
unreasonable to interpret the term' in sound health,' as used in contracts for
life insurance, to Illean that the insured is absolutely free from all bodily in-
firmities, or fl'om all tendencies to disease. If that were its meaning. we
apprehend but few persons of middle age could truthfully say they were in
sound health."
In Holloman v. Life Ins. CO.2 the court passed on the meaning of the ques-

tion whether the applicant had had "any severe sickness or disease;" and, in
so doing, it said: "This does not include the ordinary diseases of the country,
which yield readily to medical treatment, and when ended leave no penna-
nent injnry to the physical system, but refers to those severe attacks which
often leave a permanent injury and tend to shorten life. * * * The
question is whether it was such a disease as often impairs the constitution
and tllnds to shorten life, and which, if known, would have deterred the in-
surer from taking the risk without further examination and information."
It appeared that the applicant had had chronic diarrhea or affection of the
bowels, which trouble continued for two or more months. This was some
two or three years before she made her application for insurance, and in her
application she did not state this fact. It was held not to invalid<lte the
policy.
In Masons' Benevolent Society v. Winthrop ,8 the court construed the matter

as follows: "Again, what is to be understood by • serious illness? ' If any
sickness which may terminate in death, then it must embrace almost every
distemper in the entire catalogue of diseases. To give i:lUch an interpreta-
tion to this expression would, we have no doubt, defeat a recovery in a large
majority of the certificates issued by the society. The true construction of
the language must be that the applicant has never been so seriously ill as to
permanently impair his constitution, and render the risk unusually hazanl-
ous. It seems to us that this is the only reasonable construction that can be
given to the hnguage. It is reasonable, and is fair to both parties, and
works no hardship or injustice to anyone, whether the answers are war-
ranted to be true, or only as a fair statement of facts honestly and trUly given
as understood by the applicant."
In Boos v. World Mut. Life Ins. CO.,4 the applicant, in answer to the ques-

tion whether he had had "any severe sickness or disease," answered, "No."
The evidence showed that he had had an attack of pneumonia, which lasted
10 days, and that he had had a sunstroke. It was held that the court was
not bound to decide, as matter of law, that either pneumonia or a sunstroke
was a severe sickness or disease, within the meaning of the question, and
that the question of a breach of the warranty was one of fact for the jury.
In Fitch v. American Popular Life Ins. CO.6 the application contained an

118 N. W. Rep. 13.
'1 Wood, C. C. 674.

185 Ill. 537.
464 N. Y. 236.

659 N. Y.571
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inquiry whether the deceased "had ever bad any illness, local disease, or in.
jury in any organ," and he answered, "No." The evidence showed an omis-
sion on his part to mention a temporary injury to the eye, uy sand having
been thrown into it, which had produced an inflammation six years before
the policy was applied for, and which was then cured. The court held that
this fact was not conclusive evidence of fraud, or of breach of the warranty,
sufficient to avoid the policy, and said that, if the omission was of any import
whatever, it was, at most, evidence of fraud to go to the jury.
In Price v. Ph(JJnix Life Ins. Co. 1 the following qnestion was reqUired

110 be answered by tile applicant: "Has the party had, during the last seven
years, any severe sickness or disease?" and the applicant had answered,
"No." The insurance company, in its answer to the plaintiff's complaint,
claimed that the life insured had had, within the seven years referred to,
"chronic gastritis." And evidence was introduced which tended to show
that such life had had- gastritis. This was held not to meet the case. " Un-
less chronic gastritis and gastritis are synonymous," said the court, "as to
which there is no judicial presumption nor testimony, the evidence was not
within the issues, so that the false representation charged was not proved. In
addition to this consideration, we are not free from doubt as to whether gas-
tritis was shown to be 'a severe sickness or disease.' We can take no jucli-
. cial cognizance of its character."
In the same Minnesota case it appeared that one of the questions which the

applicant was required to answer was whether he "had ever had any of the
following diseases," naming several, and, among others, that of rheumatism.
He answered, "Never." The evidence in the case tended to show that he
had had subacute rheumatism. And there was also evidence in the case
tending to show that suba(lute rheumatism was not the disease of rheuma-
tism in the ordinary understanding of that term; but there was also evidence I
tending to show that, technically and in medical parlance, subacute rheuma-
tism was the disease of rheumatism. In commenting on this part of the case
the court said: "The rheumatism referred to in the quesGion is the disease of
rheumatism. Any rheumatic affection not amounting to the disease of rheum-
atism is not comprehended in its terms, any more than the spitting of blood
occasioned by a wound of the tongue or the extracting of a tooth is the disease
of 'spitting blood,' mentioned in the same question. The life insurell had
the rig-ht to answer the question upon the basis that its terms were used in
their ordinary signification. If there was any ambiguity in the question, so
that its language was capable of being construed in an ordinary as weU as in
a technical sense, the defendant can take no advantage from such ambiguity."
In Powers v. Northeastern Mut. Life Ass'n 2 it appeared that among the

questions asked was whether the applicant has now or has ever had disease of
the heart, and that he answered, "No." By the terms of the policy and appli-
cation the parties agreed that the truthfulness of the applicant's answers to
the questions propounded should be the basis upon which the validity of the
policy was to stand. At the trial the jury brought in a special verdict. finding
that the applicant had disease of the heart at the time of his application, and
also that he did not and would not reasonably have been expected to know
that he had that disease. The court held the policy void. It said: "It is
wholly immaterial whether the applicant knew of the existence of the dis-
ease, because he agreed absolutely that it did not exist. Nor is it any answer
to say that the question is a scientific one, and a layman might easily be de-
ceived into a false answer. Scientific or simple, the applicant took the risk of
the answer. If he had answered that he had no knowledge that the disease
existed, the finding of the jury might affect the result."
In Singleton v. St. LO'uis Ins. CO.3 it appeared that one of the questions

117 Minn. 497,518. 350 Vt. 630. 3\36110.63; f:. C. 27 Amer. Rep. 321.
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asked was, "!tas the party had, since childhood, consumption, bronchitis, spit-
ting of blood, '" '" '" and, if so, which?" To which question the applicant
answered, "No." The court held that no error was committed in permitting
physicians to testify that "spitting of blood" was a medical term, meaning
spitting of blood from the lungs exclusively. "Without any evidence of the
meaning of that term, the court might properly have instructed the jury that
spitting of blood, in consequence of a drawn tooth or a cut on the gums, was
not meant by that term; and yet, if Anderson had spit blood from such triv-
ial causes, literally, his answer to the question would have been false. There
was, therefore, a propriety in the admission of evidence of the meaning of
the term. There is something ambiguous in the term 'spitting of blood.'
There is room for interpretation. Literally, the meaning is spitting blood,
whether from the teeth, gums, or lungs; but it would be absurd to hold that
it was used in that sense in the application." The qllestion alld answer may
relate, not to the applicant's own health, but to the Malth of a third person.
Such an inquiry and answer must necessarily be understood in a general and
not in a strict sense. An applicant, in answering such inquiries, can, ordi-
narily, only answer from physical appearances and indications. "One who
is not a doctor, and speaks not ,of himself, but of a third person, necessarily
gives rather an opinion founded on observed facts, than an absolute and ac-
curate fact, when he describes the health of such persoll as gOOd. He means,
and is understood to mean, that the individual inquired about has indicated,
in his action and appearance, no symptoms or traces of disease, and to the ob-
servation of an ordinary friend or relative is, in truth, well." 1 In this case the
eourt sustained an instruction charging the jury that if, from all the appear-
ances, the person was in good health, so that everybody would so pronounce
him, and there was nothing to.indicate to any person that he was not in good
health, that the warranty was not broken, although, in fact, the germs of a
lurking and hidden disease might exist.
In Hartford Life & Ann'uity Ins. Co. v. Gray 2 the insured answered "No"

to the question wlHtther either of his parents, brothers, or sisters ever had pul-
monary, scrofulous, or other constitutional or hereditary taint. It was held
that his answer assumed his knowledge of the fact, and would preclude the
plaintiff, in an action on the policy, from alleging a want of knowledge on the
part of the insured as an excuse for not answering correctly.
In Ins. Co. v. Gridley,S the applicant, in reply to a question whether certain

of his relatives had any hereditary disease, answered, "No hereditary taint of
any kind in family, on either side of house, to my knowledge." The company
proved that an uncle had died in an insane asylum more than 20 years before
the date of the application. The supreme court of the United States held the
policy good, and that, to have avoided it, it was necessary that the company
should have shown that the applicant knew of the insanity of his uncle, and
also that he knew that insanity was hereditary.
In 6rattan v. Metropolitan Life Insurance CO.4 the facts were as follows:

The sister of the applicant died of consumption before he made the applica-
tion. The fact was known to the insured, .but in the examiner's report it
was stated that he did not know the cause of her death. Appended to this
report was the certifieate of the insured, signed by him, in these words: "I
hereby declare that I have given true answers to all questions put to me by
the m.,clical examiner; that they agree exactly with the foregoing; and that
I am the same person described in the accompanying applieation, and whose
signature is appended to declaration and warrant herewith." The insured
contended that he answered truthfully, and that the medical examiner wrote
down the falsehood. It did not appear that the applicant signed in blank.

1Gratt.an v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Cq. 92 N. Y. 280.
291 Ill. 159.

'100 U. S. 614.
'92 N. Y. 282.
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But the evidence tends to show that the examiner received a true answer,
and either inadvertently or fraudulently wrote down a false one; that the
applicant did not read the answers as written, neither were they read over to
him by the examiner; that the applicant signed the examiner's report with-
out reading it and through natural confidence and trust in the examiner.
Upon such facts the company would be estopped by the fraud of its agent.
For other cases in which it has been held that the applicant is not to be

prejudiced by the fraud or mistake of the agent in writing out the applica-
tion, reference may be had to the cases cited below.1
We note in this connection a principle often laid down, that to avoid a pol-

icy of life insurance upon the ground of misrepresentation, the misrepresenta-
tion must, in the absence of fraud, be in respect to some circumstance or fact
material to the contract; but that, on the other hand, a warranty must be
literally true, whether the fact warranted be material or not.2 In Oampbell
v. N61JJ England Hut. Life Ins. 00.8 it is laid down by the supreme court of
Massachusetts that the application· is in itself collateral merely to the contract
of insurance. "Its statements. whether of facts or agreements, belong to the
class of representations. They are to be so construed, unless converted into
warranties by force of a reference to them in the policy, and a clear purpose,
manifest in the papers thus connected, that the whole shall form one entire
contract." But in Knecht v.Mutual Life Ins. 00.,4 recently decided in Penn-
sylvania, the supreme court of that Rtate says the authorities are by no
means uniform on the question whether the declarations of the insured as to
existing facts in his application constitute a warranty; and it is laid down
that knowledge of the agent of the falsity of a warranty cannot relieve the
insured or his representatives from the consequences of the breach.5

HENRY WADE ROGERS.

1McCall v. Phoonix Mut. Life Ins. Co.
9 W. Va. 237; S. C. 27 Amer. Rep. 558.
In Lueders v. Hartford L. & A. Ins. Co.
12 Fed. Rep. 465, it was held that where
an authorized agent of an insurance com-
pany has examined an application, and
hIlS undertaken to fill in the applicant's
answers, the applicant has a right to pre-
sume that his answers have been written
down as given; and that if he an-
swered all questions truly, and signed the
application under the impression that his

have been correctly reduced to
writing, a policy issued on the faith of the
application will not be invalidated by
false answers inserted in the application
by the company's agent without the
knowledge of the applicant. In Fletcher
v. N. Y. Life Ins. Co. 11 Fed. Rep. 377, it
appears that, to have this effect, the appli-
cant must sign under the impression that
it contains his answers as given. See Ryan
v. World Mut. Life Ins. Co. 41 Conn. 168,
where the agent wrote false answers, and

applicant signed without reading, and
policy held void.
2See Barteau v. Phoonix Mut. Life Ins.

Co. 67 N. Y. 595; Higbie v. Guardian Mut.
Life Ins. Co. 53 N. Y. 603; Foot v. JEtna
Life Ins. Co. 61 N. Y. 576; Fitch v. A. P.
L. Ins. Co. 59 N. Y. 557; Archibald v.
Mut. Life Ins. Co. 38 Wis. 542; Carpenter
v. American Ins. Co. 1 Story, 62;
v. Mechanics' Mut. Jns. Co. 4 Hill, (N. Y.)
334; Miller v. Mutual Benefit Life Ins.
Co. 31 Iowa, 226; Daniels v. Hudson Rive:r
Fire Ins. Co. 12 Cush. (MllSs.) 416; Camp-
bell v. New England Mutual Life Ins. Co.
98 Mass. 389; Illinois Masons' Benevolent
Society v. Winthrop, 85 Ill. 537.
898 Mass. 389, 391.
'90 Pa. St. 118, 121.
6 Barteau v. Phoonix Mut. Life Ins. Co.

67 N. Y. 595; Chase v. Hamilton, 20 i.\'. Y.
52; Ripley v. JEtna Ins. Co. 30 N. Y. 136;
Brown v. UattaraugusMut. Ins. Co. 18 N.
Y. 387; Foot v. JEtna Life Ins. Co. 61 N.
Y.576.
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!JETCHFORD v. CONVILLON and another.1

(Oireuit Oourt, E. D. Loui8iana. May, 1884.)

STATE INSOLVENT LAWS':-ALIEN RESIDENT.
An alien living and doing business in Louisiana, with actual and construct.

ive notice, is bound by insolvency proceedings under the laws of Louisiana.
Mi8si8sippi Hilt8 00. v. Rarllett, 19 FED., REP. 191, distinguished.

At Law.
Thomas Gilmore et Sons, for plamtiff.
Henry B. Kelly, for defendants.
PARDEE,J. The plaintiff, an alien residing and doing business in

the state of Louisiana for the last 20 years, brings suit on notes and
accounts against the defendants, citizens of Louisiana. The defense

, is a discharge under the insolvency laws of Louisiana. A jury has
been waived, and the cause submitted to the court. There is no dis-
pute about the facts. The defendant contracted the debt sued for,
and the plaintiff is entitled to judgment, as claimed, unless the in.
tlolvency proceedings, and the discharge granted therein, operate a
legal discharge from the obligation. The insolvency proceedings are
in the main regular. The only objections pointed out are that the
judge did not set the day for the meeting of creditors, but left the
:-.otary to set it, (see section 1789, Rev. St. La., and article 3087, Rev.
Civil Code,) and that Robert S. Perry, attorney of insolvents, also
acted as attorney in ftWt of several creditors, thus l'epresenting incon-
sistent and contradictory interests. Neither of these irregularities
can avoid the proceedings nor be the subject of inquiry collaterally.
The record shows the notice to plaintiff as provided by law, and the
evidence here shows actual notice. The debt sued for was contracted
since the insolvency laws were in force. The question for decision,
then, is whether an alien, living and doing business in Louisiana,
with actual and constructive notice, is bound by insolvency proceed.
ings under the laws of Louisiana. It is difficult to assign any rea·
son, in justice and equity, why such an alien creditor should not be
bound and affected the same as any citizen of the state. It certainly
cannot be claimed as a right, that an alien can come here, live among
us, carryon business under our laws, and all the time occupy a bet·
ter position as a creditor, on debts created under our laws, than any
citizen can have. An alien, residing in Louisiana, has privileges,
balanced by disabilities, resulting from his alienage, but he has no
just claim to be a privileged creditor.
',l'he effect and scope of discharges under state insolvent laws have

been considered by the supreme court in many cases, but I do not
find that this precise case has ever been presented.
Ogden v. 12 Wheat. 213, though not the first case, is the

t Hcported by Joseph P. Hornor, Esq., of the New Orleans bar.


